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Abstract: Recent scholarship on themateriality of cities has been criticized by critical ur-
ban scholars for being overly descriptive and failing to account for political economy. We
argue that through the conceptualization of urban metabolisms advanced by ecological
economists and industrial ecologists, materialist and critical perspectives can be mutually
enriching. We focus on conﬂict that has erupted in Delhi, India. Authorities have embraced
waste-to-energy incinerators, and wastepickers fear that these changes threaten their
access to waste, while middle class residents oppose them because of their deleterious
impact on ambient air quality. We narrate the emergence of an unlikely alliance between
these groups, whose politics opposes the production of a waste-based commodity frontier
within the city. We conclude that the materiality and political economy of cities are
co-constituted, and contestations over the (re)conﬁguration of urban metabolisms span
these spheres as people struggle to realize situated urban political ecologies.
Resumen: Los estudios recientes sobre lamaterialidad de las ciudades han sido criticados
por los investigadores urbanos por ser demasiado descriptivos y no dar cuenta de la
economía política. Argumentamos que a través de la conceptualización de los
metabolismos urbanos de los economistas ecológicos y los ecólogos industriales, las
perspectivas materialista y crítica pueden enriquecerse mutuamente. Nos centramos en el
conﬂicto que ha estallado en Delhi, India. Las autoridades han introducido incineradoras y
los recicladores temen que este cambio amenaza su acceso a los residuos, mientras que
los residentes de clase media se oponen debido al impacto negativo en la calidad ambiental
del aire. Explicamos la aparición de una improbable alianza entre estos grupos, cuya política
conjunta se opone a la producción de una nueva mercancía, no quieren que los residuos
sean una nueva frontera de la mercantilización dentro de la ciudad. Llegamos a la conclu-
sión de que la materialidad y la economía política de las ciudades son co-constituidas, y
las disputas por la (re)conﬁguración de los metabolismos urbanos abarcan ambas esferas
al luchar la gente por alcanzar y situar determinadas ecologías políticas urbanas.
Keywords: environmental justice, political economy, Southern metropolises, urban
political ecology, waste, commodity frontier
Residents of south Delhi’s Okhla area were delighted to see what they thought was the
season’s ﬁrst snowfall. But they were enraged after realising that it was toxic ash from a
large waste-to-energy plant (Rediff News 2012).
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The above quote is from an online news article about a waste-to-energy incinerator
in Delhi, India. It highlights the importance of materiality—in this case toxic ash—in
the lives of the people residing in the neighborhood adjacent to the incinerator. In-
deed, the euphoria elicited when residents thought they were witnessing the
season’s ﬁrst snowfall quickly gave way to visceral rage as the neighborhood was
engulfed in hazardous particulate matter. The story of Delhi’s ﬁrst waste-to-energy
plant could be narrated as a case of neoliberalism par excellence—a series of non-
transparent deals led to the transfer of land and the right to build the incinerator
from a parastatal institution to a large corporation owned by a sitting Parliamentar-
ian. However, this narrative would omit the emotional and physical toll that the
incinerator has taken on nearby residents, who launched a protracted campaign
to have the plant closed. This movement is focused on materiality, as the constant
exposure to particulate matter has become a deﬁning feature of the everyday lives
of nearby residents and has produced a collective anxiety. In addition to middle-
class residents, waste-to-energy technology has faced opposition from workers in
the informal waste management sector and NGOs that lobby on their behalf.
“Wastepickers” collect, segregate and sell waste to recyclers, and to them the incin-
erator represents a bitter economic injustice because it threatens to dispossess them
of a resource, ie waste (Wilson et al. 2006). An incipient alliance has emerged
between middle class residents and wastepickers in opposition to the incinerator
and it obtains in spite of the fact that they are motivated by “conﬂicting rationali-
ties” (Watson 2003). To the former this struggle is material in essence as they seek
to reduce their exposure to waste on the grounds that it poses a health risk, while
the latter are engaged in a political economic contestation whose aim is to defend
a source of livelihood.
This research speaks to ongoing scholarly debates surrounding the need to
expand the scope of urban political ecology on the one hand (Heynen 2014), while
situating it within local contexts on the other (Lawhon et al. 2014). To this end we
draw on industrial ecology and ecological economics (see Newell and Cousins
2014), for which materiality lacks agency but must be accounted for and can be
quantiﬁed; in this particular case we focus on the composition, volume, and meta-
bolic density of Delhi’s waste. This approach demonstrates that neither political
economy nor materiality can be considered context as they are always already
co-constituted. It is distinguishable from classical urban political ecology’s (UPE)
use of the metabolism metaphor as a heuristic device employed to better under-
stand and critique capitalism, as well as “second wave UPE”wherein post-humanist
approaches focus on the distribution of agency across complex assemblages
composed of human and non-human actants (see Heynen 2014).
The politics surrounding metabolic ﬂows gives rise to antagonisms and alliances
that are not necessarily re-enactments of twentieth century struggles; instead of
epic contestations between capital and organized labor, or demands for recogni-
tion and rights that characterize so-called “new” social movements, metabolic con-
ﬂicts erupt and alliances are formed and fragment as people struggle to deﬁne their
“place” in, and relation to, dynamic situated urban political ecologies. Metabolic
contestations in cities in the global South—and waste conﬂicts in particular—involve
struggles over value and livelihood as well as health and wellbeing. While it is clear
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that political opportunities are fostered or foreclosed according to the resources
that serve as metabolic inputs and the ways in which they are processed (eg coal
vs oil) (Mitchell 2011), we show that the same is true of outputs (eg interring waste
in landﬁlls vs incineration).
This paper is divided into four sections. In the next section we introduce our
conceptualization of urban metabolism, which is inﬂuenced by industrial ecology
and ecological economics. In the third section we describe Delhi’s solid waste
management (SWM) system, explain how it has been transformed in recent years,
and show how this has provoked opposition which coalesced into an unlikely
alliance. In the fourth section we conclude by exploring the implications of unlikely
alliances for environmental politics in general.
Materiality and the Making of Urban Metabolisms
The conceptualization of cities as metabolisms has a long history (Decker et al.
2000; Geddes 1885; Giampietro et al. 2012; Martinez-Alier 1987; Mumford 1938;
Wolman 1965—see Newell and Cousins 2014 for an overview) and over the course
of the past decades there has been a “virtual explosion” (Fischer-Kowalski 1998:62)
of research on urban metabolisms. Ecological economists and industrial ecologists
have been at the forefront of this revival, and to these scholars urban metabolisms
are “exchange processes whereby cities transform raw materials, energy, and water
into the built environment, human biomass, and waste” (Castan Broto et al.
2012:851). The aim of many of these researchers is to quantify material inputs
and outputs, and capture the biophysical processes that result as resources are as-
sembled and transformed, and waste is produced (Daniels and Moore 2001;
Fischer-Kowalski et al. 2011; Kennedy et al. 2007). This approach has been inﬂuen-
tial in policy surrounding environmental sustainability which is increasingly geared
toward the quantiﬁcation of material ﬂows and biophysical processes (While et al.
2010). For example, the United Nations Environmental Program’s recently pub-
lished report entitled City-Level Decoupling: Urban Resource Flows and the Governance
of Infrastructure Transitions:
makes the case for examining cities from a material ﬂow perspective, presenting the city
as a living organism with a dynamic and continuous ﬂow of inputs and outputs as its
“metabolism”, while also placing the city within the broader system of ﬂows that make
it possible for it to function (UNEP 2013:2).
Urban metabolisms can remain stable over long periods of time, but they are
inherently subject to change according to resource availability, technological inno-
vation and political contingency. Joan Martinez-Alier (2002) has demonstrated that
the chance of social and political conﬂict is heightened when metabolic ﬂows are
suddenly increased, interrupted or redirected. While most scholarship focused on
the quantiﬁcation of material ﬂows within a given metabolic system has largely
failed to explicitly show how power relations condition the (re-)conﬁguration of
metabolisms (for exceptions, see Anguelovski and Martinez-Alier 2014; Martinez-
Alier et al. 2010), urban political ecologists have put these contestations front and
center. For these scholars urban infrastructure is a manifestation of power relations
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within and between cities, as it facilitates the throughput of metabolic ﬂows, their
transformation and unequal distribution (Kaika 2006; Kaika and Swyngedouw
2000; Keil and Graham 1998; Swyngedouw 1996; Swyngedouw and Heynen
2003). Accordingly, UPE demonstrates that metabolic processes cannot be under-
stood in isolation from governance regimes that determine the social relations of
production, division of labor and distribution of resources (Heynen et al. 2006;
Swyngedouw and Heynen 2003). In much of this scholarship there is an a priori
assumption that metabolic ﬂows are determined by political economic processes,
so in contrast to quantitative analyses of urban metabolisms UPE tends to employ
the metabolism metaphor as a heuristic device through which capitalism can be
understood and critiqued. For example, Matthew Gandy (2002:8) criticizes earlier
scholarship on metabolism whose “metabolic conceptions of urban form tend to
neglect the ﬂow of capital … [which] represents the most powerful circulatory
dynamic in the production of modern cities”.
Urban political ecology is witnessing a number of robust debates, and Heynen
(2014) traces the emergence of “second wave UPE” which draws on post-
humanism to critically analyze the role of things. Much of this scholarship employs
the Deleuzoguattarian concept of “assemblage” to describe the rhizomatic coming
together of humans and non-humans, and/or it examines the ways in which actants
mediate durable actor-networks (see Bennett 2010; Farias and Bender 2010; Harris
2013; Holiﬁeld 2009; Lancione 2013; McFarlane 2011a, 2011b; Meehan 2014;
Ranganathan 2015; Shaw and Meehan 2013). Much of this scholarship is not
geared toward understanding or critiquing capitalism, but rather it seeks to
develop a deeper understanding of everyday life and cities (see Derickson 2014;
Heynen 2014). In this vein Lawhon et al. (2014) argue that UPE risks universalizing
particular Northern ecologies because of its unwavering focus on the power of cap-
ital. They suggest that scholarship on African urbanism can inform the development
of a situated urban political ecology (SUPE), by beginning with local context,
identities and everyday practice, and then using non-Northern epistemologies to
explain actually existing ecologies. Rather than generating a critique of capitalism
whose remedy is systemic change, they argue that this situated UPE can lead to
“radical incrementalism” (Pieterse 2008). This approach has already paid dividends
by situating actually existing metabolic ﬂows, the production of landscape and
urban space in the context of local contingencies, ecologies and politics (Ernstson
2012; Lawhon 2013; Silver 2014). Importantly, for these authors African urbanism
is not meant to replace Marxian-inspired UPE as an alternative universal epistemo-
logical framework, but by situating UPE they hope to expand the “range of urban
experiences to inform theory on how urban environments are shaped, politicized
and contested” (Lawhon et al. 2014:498).
We are sympathetic to the argument that UPE should be broadened theoretically
and situated empirically, and we argue that this can be achieved by developing a
deeper understanding of the contested nature of urban metabolisms. Colin
McFarlane (2013:500) argues that peering at a city through a “metabolic lens”
offers the potential to multiply “the potential sites of intervention, from water
pipes, drains and power stations to laws, policies and ofﬁcials, widening the objects
of analysis and the epistemology of social change”. However, this potential remains
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largely unfulﬁlled in much UPE scholarship because of the way in which capital is
portrayed as the primary determinant of urban metabolisms. By embracing an
understanding of metabolism inﬂuenced by industrial ecology and ecological
economics whose focus is actual material ﬂows, we seek to develop a situated
understanding of waste in Delhi at the core of which is a complex relationship
between its materiality (eg volume, composition, density and its biophysical trans-
formation) and political economy (eg ownership, access and value struggles). In
this urban metabolism non-human entities lack agency but must be accounted
for in a literal sense because a change in their character or quantity, or the way in
which they are acted upon, can profoundly impact political economic processes.
We do not simply seek to “empower”materiality as a determinant of political econ-
omy, rather we demonstrate that materiality and political economy are dialectically
related and co-constitute urban metabolisms. While a change in one or the other
may disrupt a stable metabolic conﬁguration in particular instances, there is no
moment when either serves as context or structure. Ultimately, the coevolution of
materiality and political economy transforms urban metabolisms and as a result
political opportunities are fostered and foreclosed.
Delhi’s Urban Metabolism
Waste management in Southern metropolises is a multi-billion dollar industry that
is increasingly attracting the attention of large-scale institutional investors (Bank of
America Merrill Lynch 2013). This is due to the fact that the volume of generated
waste, its metabolic density and proportion of recyclable materials (and thus calo-
riﬁc value) has increased in many cities (Martinez-Alier et al. 2014), and as a result
there are new opportunities for capital accumulation through incineration (World
Bank 1999). In most cases municipal ofﬁcials are left with little choice but to
process/dispose of waste within cities given an increasing metabolic density of
waste, difﬁculties establishing new landﬁlls within cities and high costs transporting
waste to landﬁlls in outlying areas (D’Alisa et al. 2012).1 Incineration appears an
attractive option because it “eliminates” waste while it also produces energy.
Indian cities exhibit these trends, and they are also being transformed through
complex economic, political, social and ecological processes that are contested in
a range of spaces and ways by numerous actors (Shatkin 2014). Powerful local ac-
tors typically embrace and work towards grandiose visions of urban transforma-
tion, the pursuit of which signiﬁcantly impacts cities and urban residents as slums
are demolished and cityscapes are remade (Benjamin 2008; Dupont 2010;
Ghertner 2011; Goldman 2011; Schindler 2014a). Nevertheless, visions of “world
class” cities remain perpetually postponed because they are contested by a bewil-
dering array of actors who employ a range of techniques in places that vary from
courts and corporate boardrooms (see Bhan 2009; Searle 2014) to everyday politics
that unfold on the street (see Chatterjee 2011; Datta 2013; Doshi 2013; Schindler
2014b).
Recent scholarship demonstrates that urban ecologies in India are embedded in
these broader processes of transformation and contestation, and serve as a ﬁeld
upon which the middle class and the poor are engaged in political and material
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struggle. Negi (2010) has narrated an “environmental turn” in Indian politics in
which courts have ruled in favor of public interest litigation (PIL) initiated by middle
class residents, which forces municipal authorities to demolish slums and close so-
called “hazardous industries” in the name of environmentalism. While Mawdsley
(2004:81) cautions against essentializing a single environmentalism of the middle
class, she notes that “the middle classes exert a disproportionate inﬂuence in shap-
ing the terms of public debate on environmental issues”. Meanwhile, the poor have
resisted displacement and metabolic reconﬁguration that threaten their livelihoods.
A recent edited volume by Rademacher and Sivaramakrishnan (2013:30) presents
“the emergence of a set of conﬂicts that involve not merely the material conditions
of urban life—security, green spaces, municipal services, unimpeded mobility
through the city—but also the very people, mostly slum dwellers, who might
undermine these conditions”.
The political positions taken by these groups are not immutable, and the transfor-
mation of urban India’s dynamic metabolism can foster unlikely alliances between
them. We draw on a combined 16months of experience collaborating with organi-
zations working in Delhi’s waste management sector—one an NGO and the other a
waste workers’ trade union—in 2011–2012. During this time we interacted with
key stakeholders involved in everyday struggles over waste management, and we
augmented these experiences with semi-structured interviews during follow-up
visits in 2013 and 2014.
Solid Waste Management in Delhi
The metabolization of waste in Delhi—ie the production, throughput and process-
ing of waste—is best understood as a single production network comprised of
two interlinked value chains, one formal and the other informal (see Figure 1).
The generators of waste—eg households and ﬁrms—are legally obliged to deposit
their waste at a transfer station where it becomes the property of the municipal
government. These transfer stations are typically approximately 15m2 and are
located throughout the city in both residential and commercial areas. From the
transfer station onwards the collection, removal and disposal of waste is the respon-
sibility of municipal authorities.
The formal waste management system has historically been overburdened and it
is complemented by a large informal value chain that channels waste into the
formal and informal recycling sectors. The relationship between the formal and
informal value chains is mediated by approximately 150,000–200,000 wastepickers
(Chaturvedi and Gidwani 2011:131) who gather recyclable waste at various leak-
age points along the formal value chain (see green arrows in Figure 1). They segre-
gate it and then sell it to small-scale junk dealers, who, in turn, sell it to wholesalers
(see Agarwal et al. 2005; Gidwani and Reddy 2011; Gill 2010; Hayami et al. 2006).
These wholesalers ultimately sell recyclable waste in bulk to formal and informal
recycling ﬁrms. This system has had a mixed record; as of 2005 approximately
15% of Delhi’s waste was recycled (Agarwal et al. 2005) while approximately
20–30% remained uncollected and was illegally dumped or burned in the open
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(Talyan et al. 2008). What is indisputable, however, is that the informal waste sector
provided livelihoods of last resort to thousands of people (Gill 2010). Most
wastepickers collect approximately 50 kg of recyclable material per day, mostly
plastic and paper (60% and 30% of their income, respectively), but also metals, hair
and organic materials, and they earn roughly 8000 rupees per month (about $120)
(AIKMM 2015).
Solid waste management in Delhi is undergoing a prolonged and thorough
reconﬁguration as successive phases of privatization of the formal waste manage-
ment system have served to strengthen connections within the formal value chain
at the expense of linkages with the informal value chain. These institutional reforms
have been accompanied by the introduction of new techniques of waste processing
which rework the material ﬂows of waste and determine who is exposed to environ-
mental hazards. These political economic and technological changes are driven by
the dramatic material increase in the volume and density of waste, and a change in
its composition. The roots of these material changes date back to the mid-1980s
when only 8.3% of Delhi’s waste was recyclable. By 2002 the proportion of recycla-
ble waste had increased to 17.2% (see Table 1), and this compositional shift is even
more striking when one considers that there was an unprecedented trebling of the
amount of waste generated from 1990–2010 (see Figure 2).
Delhi’s landﬁlls struggled to absorb the material increase of waste, and municipal
authorities were urgently tasked with locating new sites for sanitary landﬁlls in
order to avoid a public health crisis. Middle class residents ﬁled numerous lawsuits
that demanded authorities develop more effective SWM systems, the result of
Figure 1: Flow diagram of waste management in Delhi and the three stages of the policy
shift (source: authors)
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which was the creation of a number of expert committees at multiple levels of
government (Gidwani 2013). Numerous policy options could have responded to
the increased volume of waste in Delhi. One would have been to promote segrega-
tion of waste at the point of generation, improve collection rates and invest in
sanitary landﬁlls. This could have been complemented by institutionalizing the
linkages between the formal and informal value chains with the objective of
fostering recycling (see Schindler et al. 2012; WIEGO 2013). Instead, authorities
embraced techno-managerial solutions which entailed transforming the production
network of waste management into a single formal value chain under the control of
private sector enterprises.
The privatization of waste management in Delhi has unfolded in three phases
(see Figure 1), the ﬁrst of which began in 2005 when municipal authorities started
to contract private ﬁrms for the collection and transportation of waste from transfer
stations to landﬁlls (Chaturvedi and Gidwani 2011). Authorities opted for a second
phase of privatization in which waste-to-energy plants—ie the incineration of waste
rather than its burial—became the cornerstone of Delhi’s waste management sys-
tem. Currently two waste-to-energy plants are operational in Okhla and Ghazipur
(south and east Delhi, respectively), and a third is under construction in the north
of the city in Narela Bawana.
The third phase of privatization has just begun and it is geared toward develop-
ing a single value chain under control of private-sector enterprises, and this policy
is driven by a material exigency because waste-to-energy plants can only produce
energy from high-caloriﬁc waste. In Delhi, the caloriﬁc value of formally collected
waste at disposal sites (ie after recyclable waste is removed by wastepickers) is
Table 1: Physical composition (as wt%) of municipal solid waste in Delhi (source: Talyan
et al. 2008)
Year Organic Recyclable Inert Total
1982 57.7 8.3 34 100
1995 38.3 12.9 48.8 100
2002 36.6 17.2 46.2 100
Figure 2: Generation and collection of municipal solid waste in Delhi, tons per day
(1991–2011) (source: CPCB 2006; MCD 2012)
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approximately 1000kcal/kg (NEERI 2005), while combustion incinerators require
waste with a minimum caloriﬁc value of 1500kcal/kg. Thus, Delhi’s incinerators
require the elimination of leakage points whereby high-caloriﬁc recyclable waste
is transferred to the informal value chain by wastepickers. In order to obtain waste
with a high enough caloriﬁc value, privatization vertically integrates SWM—from
collection to disposal—under the direction of a small number of large-scale enter-
prises. One example is a 2009 contract between the Municipal Corporation of Delhi
and a subsidiary of Ramky (Delhi MSW Solutions Ltd), one of India’s largest waste
management ﬁrms, which grants the ﬁrm exclusive rights to collect and process
waste in four zones in Delhi (Civil Lines, Rohini, Vasant Kunj and Dwarka
Pappankalan).
The progressive privatization of SWM in Delhi was a response to—and made pos-
sible by—the increase in volume and metabolic density of waste, as well as a change
in its composition. Privatization is not only an institutional change, but it is also a
comprehensive reconﬁguration of the city’s metabolism as the throughput of waste
is redirected and new methods to process waste are introduced. This has been
contested by Delhi’s middle class and wastepickers, albeit for very different reasons.
Conﬂict I—Wastepickers
Wastepickers began to organize politically in the 1990s. They originally sought
recognition from the state and their demands centered on access to services such
as healthcare and schools. Beginning in the mid-2000s struggles increasingly
revolved around access to waste because the reconﬁguration of Delhi’s waste
metabolism progressively eliminated leakage points from the formal value chain.
The ﬁrst struggles over access to waste erupted at transfer stations because after
their privatization ﬁrms often forcibly removed wastepickers or forced them to
pay a fee to continue their operations (see Chaturvedi and Gidwani 2011). One
wastepicker explained (personal communication 2014):
At ﬁrst when the company came, they said that we should carry on working. But then,
one by one, they started to go to the garbage bins [to collect waste]. They stated they
had written permission from the municipal authority and they took control of them.
Those who did not vacate them were beaten up and thrown out; the others were told
that they could stay if they paid a certain sum of money.
The urgency of struggles over access to waste intensiﬁed with the announcement
that waste-to-energy would become the cornerstone of SWM in Delhi. The follow-
ing two comments are representative of how wastepickers typically understood the
conﬂict as a struggle for their livelihood (personal communication 2014):
Since we don’t have any other work we are forced to do this ﬁlthy work. We are forced to
pick up this waste. Still the government is trying to force us out. They want to produce
electricity by burning our livelihood.
The work of the waste-to-energy plant is to burn things. They know that [inert and
organic] waste never burns. They are trying to burn things [recyclable material] from
which we earn our living. Therefore, we are opposing the waste plants.
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Finally, in some areas of Delhi where the door-to-door collection of waste has
been privatized, wastepickers have lost access to the last remaining leakage point.
A female wastepicker whose livelihood came from door-to-door collection
explained (personal communication 2014):
Since 2012 the company has started to send a four wheeler small truck to collect waste
at the doorstep. Since then my revenue has already gone down of about 30 [or] 40 per
cent and it’s decreasing everyday. Then, sometimes the company employee offers to us
the waste they collected under a payment of 100 Rupees or more per truck, but I can’t
afford it. Where should I go to get support?
A number of trade unions have been formed to demand access to waste, such as
All India Kabadi Mazdoor Mahasangh (AIKMM), Safai Sena, Delhi Kabadi Mazdoor
Sangh, and Green Flag. They have primarily (1) lobbied municipal authorities to
grant wastepickers access to waste in publicly owned facilities and (2) organized
networks of wastepickers in order to secure ﬂows of waste. For example, Safai Sena
(meaning “Army of Cleaners”) is “a registered group of waste pickers, doorstep
waste collectors, itinerant and other small buyers, small junk dealers, and other
types of recyclers” that was formed in 2009.2 It successfully outbid competitors
for the exclusive rights to collect and remove waste from Delhi’s three train stations
in 2011. This waste then enters Safai Sena’s network and it is channeled into the
recycling industry. Similarly, AIKMM, formed in 2005, claims to have approximately
17,000 members in the Delhi metropolitan area.3 Its director Shashi Bhushan ex-
plained (personal communication 2013):
We work with a trade union perspective. We organize wastepickers to get them their liveli-
hood and fundamental rights as citizens. If one of us faces a problem [e.g. get harassed by
the police], we call 50 or more members and run in his support. In this way we have
managed to stop the demand for bribes by private companies at the transfer stations in
the centre of Delhi. Nobody wants to hear our voice… no policy makers reply to our letters
of complaint. So we organize demonstrations with hundreds of our members in front of the
public authorities’ ofﬁces and sit there until they receive us. It is the only chance for us to
meet and talk to them about our demands, starting from right to waste.
Both of these unions organize rallies and demonstrations, and their demands
have targeted local ofﬁcials and private ﬁrms. For example, AIKMM organized a
demonstration outside of the Delhi headquarters of the United Nations in 2011 to
protest the inclusion of the Okhla and Ghazipur waste-to-energy plants in the Clean
Development Mechanism’s carbon credits scheme. The effectiveness of grassroots
unions is limited, however, because they have scarce resources and many
wastepickers earn a subsistence livelihood and cannot afford to spend much time
attending political rallies. Furthermore, there is no legal basis for them to make a
lawful claim regarding access to waste since its management is the responsibility
of municipal authorities.
Trade unions are complemented by a host of social and environmental justice or-
ganizations that advocate on behalf of wastepickers, such as Toxics Watch Alliance,
Hazards Center, Toxics Link, Chintan, Nidan and Global Alliance for Incinerator Al-
ternatives (GAIA). Many of these organizations collaborated with grassroots unions
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to host the Global Strategic Workshop for Waste Pickers in 2012 in Pune, in which
wastepickers and activists from around the world gathered and identiﬁed privatiza-
tion and waste-to-energy as the two main threats to wastepickers globally. While all
of these unions and organizations consistently demand that wastepickers should
have access to waste, tensions emerge regarding how they relate with private-
sector ﬁrms. For example, Safai Sena’s website explains that a private ﬁrm was
granted exclusive rights to collect waste in a Delhi suburb, and “Safai Sena worked
with them to ensure that the existing wastepickers were able to upgrade their work
through becoming the doorstep collectors under the new system”.4 In other
words, this union demanded that the ﬁrm hire its members as wage laborers. Alter-
natively, AIKMM has steadfastly opposed bargaining with private-sector ﬁrms for
fear that this could legitimize privatization. Its website demands that privatization
be halted altogether and most recently its demands have focused on door-to-door
collection: “Informal sector waste collectors should be given exclusive rights for
door-to-door collection at the housing cluster and neighborhood levels. The private
sector companies should be kept out of door-to-door waste collection”.5
All of the NGOs that advocate on behalf of wastepickers link their demands to
both environmental sustainability and social justice, but tensions have emerged
over which issue to prioritize. Some of the organizations frame their opposition
to waste-to-energy plants as an environmental struggle while for others it is ﬁrst
and foremost an issue of social justice and their demands are focused on livelihood
issues. For example, an organization called Chintan released a report that framed
waste-to-energy as a livelihood issue that should “not be accepted blindly without
regard to the socio-economic context” (Chaturvedi et al. 2012:17). Alternatively, an
NGO called Toxics Watch Alliance6 has focused on waste-to-energy’s environmen-
tal impacts, and its director Gopal Krishna (2013) explained that “this plant will
emit large quantities of hazardous emissions (such as dioxins) due to burning of
MSW [Municipal Solid Waste], and will profoundly affect the health of the
people living in the surrounding areas and environmental for all times to come
in future”.
In summary, issues surrounding access to waste have become increasingly poli-
ticized, and a number of trade unions and NGOs have emerged to contest the
reconﬁguration of Delhi’s waste metabolism. Since wastepickers operate informally
they cannot make lawful claims to waste, and this may explain why some organiza-
tions committed to social justice frame their opposition to waste-to-energy plants in
environmental terms.
Conﬂict II—Middle Class Residents
Informal dumping grounds proliferated in large Indian cities in the 1980s as govern-
ment subsidies for commercial fertilizers reduced demand among farmers for organic
waste, which they had hitherto used as fertilizer (Almitra Patel, personal communica-
tion 2014). Economic growth in the 1980s and 1990s resulted in the widespread use
of cheap plastic, and a concomitant boom in construction increased the volume of
inert waste. This prompted the emergence of a middle class mobilization demanding
more effective SWM with the slogan “clean up and ﬂourish or pile up and perish”
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(Almitra Patel, personal communication 2014).7 Legal proceedings were initiated
against municipalities for their failure to handle solid waste and to enforce anti-
dumping laws. The petitioners ultimately prevailed and the Supreme Court
appointed a committee that drafted India’s ﬁrst Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) Rules
in September 2000 (PIL No.W.P. [C] 888 of 1996 Almitra H. Patel vs Union of India
and Others). The lead petitioner in the case Almitra Patel explained that:
this regulation advocates that “wet” food wastes and “dry” recyclable wastes should not
be mixed at the source (household or commercial level), so that the organic waste can
be composted, while the dry waste can be left to the informal sector’s ragpickers and
kabadiwalas for recycling (personal communication 2014).
The avenues available to India’s middle class to make lawful claims against poorly
performing municipal governments have proliferated as the MSW Rules have given
municipal governments more responsibility. Almitra Patel claims that the MSW
Rules are “a powerful weapon that any Indian citizen can use to demand improved
performance and accountability”.8
Most middle class residents in Delhi either supported or failed to notice the initial
wave of privatization of the city’s SWM system. Complaints among middle class
residents only surfaced in instances where private ﬁrms failed to improve waste col-
lection, but there was not opposition to privatization per se. Thus, for most middle
class Delhi residents waste becomes a political issue when the failure of municipal
authorities to meet legal obligations regarding its handling and management
threatens to contaminate their surroundings. This explains why the reconﬁguration
of Delhi’s waste metabolism engendered resistance among middle class residents
of neighborhoods located near the proposed waste-to-energy plants, who were
fearful that the plants would contribute to the rapid deterioration of air quality.
The ﬁrst waste-to-energy plant in Delhi was built in a populated area called Okhla
and it is India’s largest. The second plant is somewhat smaller and is located in an
area called Ghazipur which is somewhat peripheral but nevertheless densely popu-
lated. The proponents of the Okhla waste-to-energy plant conducted an environ-
mental impact assessment in 2006, and unsurprisingly they concluded that the
plant would not have serious adverse environmental impacts. The assessment
explained that although there would be continuous emissions of particulate matter
and ash, the plant will only have a “minor negative impact” on ambient air quality.
Local residents claim that they were not informed about the project in its early
stages and they formed the Okhla Anti-Incinerator Committee in 2009 to oppose
the waste-to-energy plant. They sought to mobilize support through social media
and they organized public actions such as street plays.9 Consistent with earlier mid-
dle class mobilizations regarding environmental issues, the opposition demanded
accountability from public ofﬁcials and insisted that the plant posed an environ-
mental hazard. One of the leaders of the movement explained that municipal
authorities (personal communication 2014):
are not interested in solving the waste crisis at all, all that rhetoric on technology and de-
velopment is nonsense. They have a hidden agenda, the waste crisis is just used as an
excuse. These are acres of prime real estate land. They [Jindal Ecopolis] got it for a few
Rupees and will sell it for several crores of Rupees in the future.
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These allegations of corruption are consistent with an ongoing anti-corruption
movement in Delhi, yet even if proven true this is unlikely to halt the operations
of the waste-to-energy plant. Furthermore, demands to have the plant relocated
were futile because city ofﬁcials could simply assert their authority to determine
land-use on publicly held land. Thus, rather than lobby to have the plant relocated,
the Okhla Anti-Incinerator Committee was forced to contest the waste-to-energy
plant on the grounds that it was inherently unsafe. During interviews our repeated
attempts to focus the discussion on the political economy of opaque land deals
were rebuffed. Indeed, the political economy of corruption was narrated as a mat-
ter of course, but what motivated residents to take to the streets and demonstrate
was the feeling that particulate matter produced by the plant is all-pervasive and
inescapable. Thus, these residents are ﬁrst and foremost focused on materiality;
particulate matter has invaded their bedrooms, and implanted itself in their clothes,
blankets and even bodies. As one of their leaders explained: “This is a question of
the health of our children and elders and we cannot compromise. Most of us have
been living in this area for decades and cannot relocate” (personal communication
2013).
Residents met with the acting Minister of Environment and Forests, Jairam
Ramesh, and he promised to launch an inquiry into the approval of the plant
given its proximity to residential areas. The stakes were raised in the meantime
when the plant began operating and promptly covered the surrounding neigh-
borhoods in a blanket of ash. The Deccan Herald reported that the area “is slowly
turning into a toxic gas chamber” (Sethi 2012). Residents had already launched a
number of legal challenges to the plant, and a member of the Okhla Anti-
Incinerator Committee explained that “we are now planning to ﬁle a case for
human rights violation at the National Human Rights Commission. We feel our
fundamental rights have been violated, in particular the right to life and the right
to a clean environment”. The PIL that the residents ﬁled in 2009 made its way to
the Delhi High Court in 2013. The presiding justices opted to refer it to India’s
recently created National Green Tribunal, which was created in 2010 “for effective
and expeditious disposal of cases relating to environmental protection”.10 The
case is currently pending.
Unlikely Alliances and the Institutionalization of Waste Politics
An incipient—and at times uneasy—alliance has been forged between wastepickers
and middle class residents in their opposition to Delhi’s waste-to-energy plants. The
Okhla Anti-Incineration Committee has highlighted the threat to wastepickers’ live-
lihoods posed by the Okhla waste-to-energy plant through social media, and a
more collaborative relationship has developed in the contestation over the
Ghazipur waste-to-energy plant. In March 2012 a demonstration was spearheaded
by resident welfare associations from neighborhoods located near the Ghazipur
plant in collaboration with AIKMM The Hindu (2012). In a letter to inform Delhi
police of their intention to stage a demonstration, AIKMM General Secretary Shashi
Busan explained that “local residents are concerned about the potential injurious
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consequences to the health of their families due to the plant toxic emissions (ie car-
cinogenic dioxins and furans). Instead, wastepickers are concerned about the loss
of their livelihood, as they fear that recyclable materials will be burnt in the
incinerator.”
The resident welfare association and AIKMM subsequently formed the Ghazipur
Anti-Incinerator Committee, and issued a press release (2012) with four demands:
1. Stop all on-going work on the Ghazipur incinerator immediately.
2. Dismiss all waste-to-energy incinerator project proposals.
3. Adopt participatory and decentralized waste management policies that do
not disproportionally force any single community to live with the city’s
waste.
4. Recognize and support the informal waste recycling sector by adopting
policies that include the waste pickers.
The Okhla Anti-Incinerator Committee took notice and happily announced that
“Ghazipur has picked up the baton!” There was evidence that the thinking of Okhla
residents had evolved from being narrowly focused on closing the Okhla plant, to
more broadly focused environmental justice issues. One very active member of the
Okhla Anti-Incinerator Committee explained this shift (personal communication 2013):
Earlier some people used to say “shift it, shift it” [to another location] but I said no. From
both the cases [Okhla and Ghazipur waste-to-energy plants] these technologies are not
good. Either we should need some good technologies or we should use some other way
[to safely process waste] … They should ﬁnd some other ways to dispose of garbage.
Another active member of the Okhla Anti-Incineration Committee is a profes-
sional journalist who has publicly defended the interests of wastepickers (Makri
and Devraj 2015):
For rag pickers, rubbish is a resource and a survival strategy. Even under unhealthy
conditions, their work earns them enough to support their families. And in the absence
of a municipal recycling system and segregation of waste at source, such as people’s
homes, they play a key part in the city’s waste management.
While Okhla residents demonstrate a willingness to explore alternative metabolic
conﬁgurations which can serve as the basis for augmenting wastepickers’ access to
waste, in general the two groups have remained at arm’s length. In contrast,
wastepickers and Ghazipur residents have cooperated closely by holding joint
demonstrations and issuing joint statements. The primary explanation for these
differences is the socio-economic status of residents in Okhla and Ghazipur, respec-
tively. Many of the former are afﬂuent professionals capable of engaging in formal
politics and litigation. Prior to the completion of the incinerator they were able to
secure a much publicized visit from the erstwhile Minister of Environment Jairam
Ramesh, in which he promised to review the procedure whereby environmental
clearance was issued to the plant (The Hindu 2011). They were also able to gain
an audience with Delhi’s erstwhile Chief Minister Sheila Dikshit, and in addition to
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engaging public ofﬁcials and leveraging media coverage, Okhla residents can afford
to wage a lengthy legal battle.
Ghazipur residents tend to be from a lower socio-economic status (eg low-level
ofﬁcials, small entrepreneurs and low-level ofﬁce workers) whose demands do
not command the attention of public ofﬁcials or the media. Thus, they are forced
to take to the streets and agitate, and AIKMM has proven a valuable ally because
of its ability to mobilize wastepickers. The relationship between AIKMM and
Ghazipur residents has been symbiotic. The Ghazipur residents required assistance
from AIKMM to register their joint demonstration with police because they lacked
knowledge regarding street politics. Negotiations with police surrounding the reg-
istration of the demonstrations was handled by AIKMM, and initially it appeared as
if permission would not be granted. In response AIKMMmembers considered esca-
lating the situation by blocking roads, but Ghazipur residents refused to participate
in direct action that was not sanctioned by authorities. Permission to hold a demon-
stration was ﬁnally obtained and the presence of Ghazipur residents lent it legiti-
macy in the eyes of authorities whose patience with wastepickers is thin because
they are unable to make lawful claims to waste. Thus, there are clear reasons why
wastepickers and residents aligned, the question that remains surrounds the dura-
bility of this alliance and whether it represents a newfound willingness among both
groups to combine demands regarding environment and livelihoods. They envision
different situated ecologies, so the limits to their cooperation will likely become
apparent if the issue of waste-to-energy plants is settled by India’s judiciary. For
wastepickers the struggle against the reconﬁguration of Delhi’s SWM system is over
their means of subsistence. Just as many farmers and small-scale producers of non-
agricultural products in rural areas depend on ecosystems for their livelihoods
(what Gadgil and Guha [1995] call “ecosystem people”), wastepickers’ livelihoods
are dependent on a metabolic conﬁguration characterized by a high volume of ac-
cessible recyclable material. This urban metabolism emerged after India’s economic
reforms in the early 1990s, which, combined with a certain degree of political
decentralization, empowered urban middle classes who increasingly demand
government ofﬁcials enforce environmental laws and reduce pollution (ie so-called
“bourgeois environmentalism”; see Baviskar 2003). While their immediate motiva-
tion is to reduce their exposure to environmental hazards, they also embrace the
creation of urban nature, access to which is restricted and serves as a status symbol
and evidence of membership in the middle class. Thus, while wastepickers’ main
objective is to conﬁgure Delhi’s metabolism in such a way that they maintain access
to waste, middle class residents envision a metabolic conﬁguration that produces a
situated political ecology that insulates them from waste and enables a desired
lifestyle.
These diverse objectives have recently been incorporated into Delhi’s formal pol-
itics. There was a longstanding consensus among India’s rival nationwide parties,
India National Congress and Bharatiya Janata Party, surrounding the privatization
of waste management and incineration. After a prolonged movement the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP), an upstart party headed by anti-corruption social reformer,
came to power in citywide elections in 2013.11 Okhla residents were assured by
Delhi’s erstwhile Environment Minister Saurabh Bhardwaj that the AAP government
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would address their demands and recently the India Times reported that Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal committed to closing the plant (Nandi 2015). The Deputy
Chief Minister subsequently inspected both Okhla and Ghazipur facilities, indicat-
ing that the joint efforts of wastepickers and residents in Ghazipur ultimately
garnered an ofﬁcial response (The Times of India 2015).
During the electoral campaign, the AAP released a Manifesto on Sanitation and
Waste Management, wherein the mohalla sabha (neighborhood assemblies)12
would be given complete authority and funds for local waste management. If
implemented this would provide a formal platform for wastepickers and residents
to devise localized solutions to waste management. While it is unclear if AAP has
the authority to close the Ghazipur and Okhla plants,mohalla sabhas could conceiv-
ably ensure that wastepickers retain access to high-caloriﬁc recyclable material
thereby channeling waste away from waste-to-energy plants. The politics of waste
took a further turn in June 2015, when municipal waste workers went on strike for
12days.13 As waste piled up in Delhi’s streets, political parties sought to lay the
blame with their rivals. Thus, the politics of waste have taken center stage in Delhi
and although change will likely be incremental, it is signiﬁcant that the party in
power advocates institutionalizing a decentralized waste management system that
includes wastepickers and residents.
Conclusion
In this article we have examined the contestation of Delhi’s urban metabolism. Like
many Indian cities, Delhi faced a looming public health crisis in the 1990s due to the
rapid increase of waste that had been expanding for decades. This metabolic conﬁgu-
ration required a response from authorities, enabled wastepickers to earn livelihoods
and inhibited middle class residents from practicing the lifestyles to which they aspire.
Conﬂicts erupted, however, when municipal authorities opted to embrace waste-to-
energy technology. Wastepickers contest the reworking of Delhi’s metabolism
because it threatens the access to the waste upon which their livelihoods depend,
and middle class residents oppose waste-to-energy because of its perceived deleteri-
ous impact on air quality and the concomitant health risks. While environmental
politics in urban India has hitherto been understood as the preserve of a bourgeoisie
intent on imposing revanchist order and disciplining the poor, this case demonstrates
that environmental politics can foster unlikely alliances among these groups.
In order to capture the complexity of the politics surrounding waste in Delhi it is
necessary to balance critical urban theory with attention to materiality. These ap-
proaches can be complementary so instead of an a priori allegiance to one of these
theoretical traditions, they should be combined according to local circumstances. In
our estimation the concept of an urban metabolism—as conceived by ecological
economists and industrial ecologists—allows for the incorporation of an awareness
of materiality with critical approaches concerned with power relations and political
economy. Urban metabolisms are inherently produced through material and poli-
tical economic processes—there is no “original” or “real” moment in which either
materiality or political economy serves as context or structure. While one or the
other may drive change in a particular time/place, they are both always already
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co-constituted. A sudden change in one or the other can generate feedback that
affects the overall metabolism. In the case we presented material ﬂows of waste
are subject to conﬂicting logics and rationalities (see Watson 2003), yet what ulti-
mately develops is a metabolic conﬁguration that consolidates the throughput of
waste in a single formal value chain that ends at a waste-to-energy plant and neg-
atively impacts air quality. This has produced a situated political ecology in which
the actual places where waste is collected and processed (eg doorsteps, transfer
stations and landﬁlls) have become a “commodity frontier”. Commodity frontiers
have historically been located in hinterlands where the resources upon which cities
depend are extracted (Martinez-Alier et al. 2010; Moore 2000), and the emergence
of a commodity frontier within Delhi indicates that we can expect the conﬂicts
surrounding waste to increasingly resemble resource conﬂicts. In this sense waste
represents investment opportunities and its “extraction” produces environmental
hazards that jeopardize the health of local residents and inhibits the production of
desirable situated political ecologies. In this context, groups whose rationalities
may indeed be in conﬂict can occasionally ﬁnd common cause in their efforts to
affect the situated ecology on this commodity frontier. The city is only livable for
those who can integrate themselves within these systems in ways that allow them
to earn livelihoods and also socially reproduce. As we demonstrated there are innu-
merable ways in which people can connect with an urban metabolism, for a range
of goals and on highly uneven terms. Given the number of actors seeking access
and inﬂuence, many of whom pursue divergent goals, urban metabolisms are
shaping up to be the primary focal point of sociality and contestation in Southern
metropolises. The open question remains: who—if anyone—will promote more
sustainable situated political ecologies and why? The answer to this question
remains elusive, but our understanding of how social, political and economic strug-
gles produce actually existing urban space will be limited if we do not account for
the relationship between political economy and materiality.
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Endnotes
1 D’Alisa et al. (2012) deﬁne metabolic density of waste as the product of the pace of waste
disposed per capita and area ([kg/day]/km2). This indicator is calculated with the
Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of Societal and Ecosystem Metabolism (MuSIASEM).
2 See http://www.safaisena.net/
3 See http://aikmm.org/
4 See http://www.safaisena.net/our-activities.htm
5 See http://aikmm.org/demands-2/
6 See http://www.toxicswatch.org/
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7 We use the term “middle class” broadly, to refer to Delhi residents who are formally
employed in white collar work. This includes people employed in hi-tech sectors but also
accountants, journalists, teachers and small business owners.
8 See http://www.almitrapatel.com/
9 See https://www.facebook.com/pages/Okhla-Anti-Incinerator-Committee/
203624043005125
10 See http://www.greentribunal.gov.in/index.php
11 Delhi’s AAP Chief Minister resigned in order to contest national elections, and the party
formed a majority government after a landslide victory in citywide elections in 2015.
12 Each ward is divided into 10 mohallas, and all residents of a mohalla are members of the
mohalla sabha. Each mohalla sabha meets bi-monthly. The councilor and all local munici-
pal ofﬁcials are present and people decide how themunicipal funds should be used in that
mohalla (see http://www.lokrajandolan.org/images/mohalla_sabhas_a_how_to_guide.
pdf)
13 See http://www.ndtv.com/cheat-sheet/money-for-mongolia-not-for-mongolpuri-aaps-
dig-at-pm-narendra-over-delhi-garbage-crisis-771037
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